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ABSTRACT. We study elements in the homotopy groups of spheres which are

desuspensions of generators of the image of the J-homomorphism for p = 2.

J» (RP°° ) is used to detect the nontriviality of compositions and Toda brackets

involving these elements. Some formulas are derived which show how various

compositions of these elements are related to one another.

1. The purpose of this paper is to show how the machinery of [Ml] can be used

to detect certain compositions in the unstable homotopy groups of spheres. We

begin by stating a result from [Ml]. All spaces are presumed to be localized at the

prime 2.

For any positive integer j, let n(j) denote the smallest integer n for which there

is a homotopy class pj e 7r8:7_i(n2n+152n+1) such that the composite

58Í-1 f±> n2n+1S2n+1 - QS°

represents a generator of the stable image of the J-homomorphism. For any non-

negative integer t, let u(t) denote the exponent in the highest power of 2 which

divides t. We have

THEOREM 1.0.   Letv(j)=4a + b,0<b<3.  Then

( 4a + 4    if b = 0,

n(j') = -

mij, k) =

4a+ 6    ifb = l,

4a+ 7    ifb = 2,

4a+ 7    if b = 3.

The following theorems were first stated in [M2]. We need to define a numerical

function mij, k) as follows: write v(j + k) + uij) = 4c + d, 0 < d < 3, and let

4c + 7       if d = 0,

4c+ 9       ifd=l,

4c + 10     if d = 2,

I. 4c + 10     if d = 3.

Let pj be as above and let k be an integer such that there exists a map

pk. S8(i+*)-a _ ssy-i
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r(j, k, i) =

which suspends to a generator of the image of J in dimension 8fc - 1. Assume

nij) <m< m(J,k).

THEOREM l. 1.   The composite

p.p.- g8(¿+fc)-2 _^ g8j-l _, Q2n(j) + 1 g2n(j) + l _^ f]2m+l g2m+l

is essential.

Comparing different composites yields the following:

THEOREM 1.2. Let k, j, and n be such that pjpk and pkpj are both defined

in 7r8(J+fc)_2(n2n+152n+1). Then, modulo odd factors and elements with trivial

e-invariant, jpjpk — kpkpj.

It is possible to detect higher-order compositions. For example, assume i is such

that pi is defined in TT^j+k+i')_3(S8^3+k^~2) and pkpi = 0. Assume m is such that

m > m(j, k) and
oS(j+k)-2    Pkt   oSj-1  _fj_> r)2m+l c2m+l

is null. Then we can form the Toda bracket {p3, pk,Pi). Now define a numerical

function r(j, k, i) by writing v(j + k + i) + v(j + k) + u(i) = 4e + f, 0 < / < 3, and

f 4e + 12    if / = 0,

4e + 14    if/=l,

4e + 15    if / = 2,

t 4e + 15    if / = 3.

THEOREM 1.3.   Ifm<r< r(j, k, i) then 0 £ {pj, pk,Pi} in

_ /o2r+1c2r+1'\
K8(j+k+i)-2(U S ).

Furthermore, if j,k,i and n are such that {pj,pk,Pi} and {pj,pi,pk} are both de-

fined in 7r8(J+fc+,)_2(n2n+1S'2n+1) then, modulo odd factors and elements with triv-

ial e-invariant,

U + k){pj,pk, pi} = ij + i){p3, pi, pk}.

Similar formulas can be easily computed for other permutations and also for nth

order brackets.

2. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Recall that the spectrum J is defined as

the fiber of a certain map bo —* H4bsp where bo and bsp denote, respectively, real

and symplectic connective Ä"-theory. For a detailed treatment of the properties of

J, see, for example, [DM]. Let P denote the suspension spectrum of RP°°. There

exists a stable 3-cell complex, denoted by B(l), such that B(l) A bo — bsp. In

[Ml], a spectral sequence is constructed which converges to J*(P) and has as its

£à-term:

(2.1) £í'' = Ext^(/T(P);Z/2)©Ext^M-4(/r(PA.B(l));Z/2).

We have Jsj-i(P) = Z/2u^+i and JSj-2(P) = Z/2v^+l. These groups are

displayed in the above-mentioned spectral sequence as adjacent towers with dif-

ferentials between them (see diagram (2.2)). The spectral sequence of (2.1) is not

obtained from an Adams resolution of JAP, but rather is constructed from minimal
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Adams resolutions of bo A P and Y,4bsp A P using a stable version of Proposition

3.3 of [Ml].

12 +

i    «    Ï
'ft*iti*iii>itt*

Is'

t-tI.1■*-*-■?
f-s3 7 11 15 19 23

Ext^ (i/*(P), Z/2) 0 Ext^^^ílTíP A 5(1)), Z/2)

DIAGRAM  (2.2)

Denote by Q°°(X) the infinite loop space corresponding to a spectrum X. Let

Pj: S*3'1 -» n°°(J A F) represent a generator of J6j-i(P). Set n = n{j). Then

/5j factors through Q°°(J A P2n) and Theorem 1.5 of [Ml] implies that pj can be

constructed so that the following diagram commutes.

S&J- l

(2.3) I"
Q2n+1o2n+l

-2— n°°(jAP2n)

I-
—►   g(RP2n)

where hj is induced by the map 5° —» J, and s is obtained from the Snaith splitting

[S].
Now, the first part of Theorem 1.1 will follow from diagram (2.3) and

PROPOSITION 2.4.   In JS(j+k)-2(P2n), where n = n(j), pjpk is nonzero.

PROOF.   Filter P by even-dimensional skeleta so that the cofibers are Moore

spectra:

(2.5)
P2   -►  P4   -►  P6  -> ... >  P2m   -► ... -► p

M2

i

M4

1
M6

1
M2m

Applying Jt(_) to diagram (2.5) yields an Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral se-

quence converging to J*(P). Note that J+(M2m) can be obtained from a spectral
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sequence like (2.1) with P replaced by M2m, and in this case the spectral sequence

of (2.1) collapses.  Thus we can apply H*(_) to diagram (2.5) and obtain short

exact sequences in cohomology. Then apply

Ext£(_;Z/2)©Ext£M-4(_®2T.B(l);Z/2)

to obtain a spectral sequence with the first term being:

(2.6)      Eao'l'm =Ext^(P*(M2m),Z/2)©Ext^1't-4(P*(M2m A 0(1)); Z/2).

The Pi-term of the resulting spectral sequence is a filtered form of (2.1) (see dia-

gram (2.7)).

/N

12

8 -•

4   ■>

t—i—t   '   I   i   '—l    I    I   i   I—h-t-i—I   1    I   1  (

16 t-s

(2.7) Ext^ (P*(MX), Z/2) © Ext^-'-^P^M1 A 5(1)), Z/2)

DIAGRAM  (2.7)

Now observe that ßj € Jsj-i(P) has filtration s = 4j — v(j) — 4 where t —

s — 8j — 1. Thus we can solve for m and we see that the smallest m such that

Pj factors through J8j-i(P2m) is n(j). We must show that pjpk is essential in

Js(j-\-k)-2(M2n), where n = n(j). This will follow from

LEMMA 2.8. Let a be any element in Jt(M1) = bo+(M1)®bsp*-3(M1) in the

first summand.  Then apk e J»(M1) is nonzero and lies in the second summand.

PROOF. It is helpful to refer to diagram (2.7). First let a = ps, where ~ßs

denotes the element in Jss+i(M1) which maps nontrivially to boss+i(M1). Note

that /Zs is the image of an element ps e tt%s+iS°. J. F. Adams proves in [A] that

in tt*(S°), pispk = ps+kT). But Pa+kV maps nontrivially into J8(fc+S)(M1) and is

the desired element, proving the lemma in this case. To complete the proof of 2.8

observe that the extensions in bo„(Ml) and bsp^(M1) show that if a is any element

in J*(Ml) = 6o»(M1) © bspt-^M1) in the first summand, apk is nonzero and is

the corresponding element in the second summand.
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Now we prove that Pjpk is essential in J8(J+fc)_2(-P2m) where m = m(j,k).

Observe that the filtration of pjpk in (2.6) is s = (4j - u(j) - 4) + (4k — 2) =

4(j + k) — v(j) — 6. The permanent cycle representing p3pk is hit by a differential

whose source has filtration s = 4(j + k) — 8 — [u(j + k) + v(j)\ and stem t — s =

&(j + k) — 1. As before, one easily solves for m to find that the source of the

differential does not occur until p2lmU'k)+1).

To prove Theorem 1.2, simply note that when pjpk and pkpj are both defined,

they have nitrations 4(j + k) — 6 — v(j) and 4(j + k) — 6 — v(k), respectively. Since

the extensions are nontrivial in the tower in dimensions 8(j + k) — 2, this implies

that 2"V'pjPii — 2u^pkpj modulo elements of higher filtration, which gives 1.2.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.3.  Consider the composite

g8(j+k+i)-3   Pi^ g8(j+k)-2 _Pk^ g8j-\ ^L, Çl°°(J /\ p2r)

where m(j, k) < r < r(j, k, i). By hypothesis, pkpi = 0 and by the calculation of §2,

PjPk — 0. Thus we can form the Toda bracket {pj,pk, pi}. The idea of the proof is

to observe that if a is any element in the bracket {p],pk,pt}, then a is represented

in the spectral sequence (2.1) by a permanent cycle obtained by composing pi with

the source of the differential which hits the element representing Pjpk.

PROPOSITION 3.1. 0${pj,pk,pi} m7r8ü+fc+¿)_2(noo(./AP2r)) form(j,k) <

r < rij,k,i).

PROOF. Consider the following commutative diagram:

g8U+k)-2 _J_^ Qooij AE-lM2(m+l)^

I'- . i
gsj-i _£^ n°°(JAP2m)

(3.2) U k

gSU+k+i)-2   _£i_^   g8j-l Upk e8U+k)-l   _Í_^ r2°o(jAp2(m+l))

I-,I' p2

S8u+k)-i       _^   n°°(jr/\M2(m+V)

Here, m = m(j, k) and the first vertical column is a cofibration; the second is a

fibration. An extension <f> exists since i2f>jPk = 0 and ß represents the source of the

differential which hits Pjpk. A coextension p¿ exists since pkpi = 0. The composite

(ppi is an element of {pj,pk,pi}. We wish to show P2<pPi ^ 0. But Lemma 2.8

implies that HßHpi ^ 0, and so this proves 0 ^ {p3,pk,Pi} in

7r8(j+fe+<)_2(n°°(J AP2<m+1»)).

Now observe that the filtration of ßpi is s = 4(j + k + i) — [v(j + k) + v(j)} — 10.

Hence, the source of the differential hitting ßpi has filtration s = 4j + 4k + 4i —

\v{j + k + i) + v(j + k) + v(j)\ - 12, and t - s = 8(j + k + i) - 2. Again solving

for the dimension of the skeleton of P, we find that this differential does not occur

until we include into fi°°(J A P2(.r+1~>), where r = r(j, k, i). Finally, by comparing

the nitrations of {pj,pk,Pi} and {p3, Pi,pk} we get the second statement of 1.3.
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